Although SET50 Index Options, the only option product on Thailand Futures Exchange, has been traded since October 29, 2007, it has faced the liquidity problem. The SET50 Index Options market must offer a risk premium to compensate investors for liquidity risk. 
Introduction
In recent years, Thailand Futures Exchange (TFEX), under the Stock Exchange of Thailand group, has continuously been developed its products and generated more liquidity to meet market demand. On October 29, 2012, in order to provide more investment choices for investors and boost market liquidity, TFEX launched the new versions of SET50 Index Options. The strike price interval has been widened from 10 points to 25 points. The number of series per day has been reduced significantly from 5 in-the-money, 1 at-the-money, and 5 out-of-the-money series (5:1:5) to 2:1:2 and the contract size of the SET50 Index options now matches that of the SET50 Index futures, allowing for easier strategic trading. However, Jongadsayakul (2015) shows that its adjustment has a negative impact on option liquidity in terms of both trading volume and trading value due to a decrease in investment choices as a reduction in the number of strike prices and a loss of long-term investors as a removal of the two farthest quarterly months. Although total trading volume of SET50 Index options in 2016 increased 39.62% from the previous year to 428,810 contracts, it accounted for 0.62% of the total trading volume in TFEX. To compensate investors for liquidity risk, the SET50 Index Options market must offer a risk premium. It may cause violations in SET50 Index Options pricing relationships.
Some earlier studies (Lertburapa, 2015; Jongadsayakul, 2016; Jongadsayakul, 2017a; Jongadsayakul, 2017b) report many violations of the arbitrage conditions as applied to the SET50 index call and put options. However, the frequency of violations diminishes considerably after accounting for various market frictions (bid-ask spread, exchange fees, and brokerage commissions). Taking transaction costs into account, Lertburapa (2015) reports a number of riskless arbitrage opportunities under violation of Put-Call-Futures parity reduce significantly to 1 percent. Using bid-ask prices rather than closing prices, Jongadsayakul (2016) shows that the Box Spread arbitrage opportunities is less than 1%, and none of them is persisted on the following trading day. Using the conditions of Call & Put Spreads and Call & Put Butterfly Spreads, the arbitrageurs can earn riskless profit with SET50 Index Put Options trading only (Jongadsayakul, 2017a; Jongadsayakul, 2017b) . This paper focuses on the validity of two theoretical conditions on arbitrage-free pricing of options, Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread. The test of Put-Call-Futures Parity provides evidence on the cross-market efficiency of the SET50 Index Futures and Options while the Box Spread test examines the relative pricing of index call and put options. However, the study extends earlier research by comparing the violations in the SET50 Index Options pricing relationships before and after the SET50 Index Options contract adjustment on October 29, 2012. We also examine whether features of the option, including liquidity, can explain deviations from pricing relations by employing Tobit model. The deviations from arbitrage relationships may reflect a liquidity risk premium as discussed in previous studies (e.g., Kamara & Miller, 1995; Ackert & Tian, 2001; Misra & Misra, 2005; Vipul, 2006; Dixit, Yadav, & Jain, 2011; Mohanti & Priyan, 2013) . Kamara and Miller (1995) use the dollar violation of arbitrage condition based on Put-Call Parity to determine the impact of liquidity on S&P 500 Index Options pricing relationships. They show that variations in the deviations from Put-Call Parity are systematically related to proxies for liquidity risk in the stock and option markets. Consistent with the research by Kamara and Miller (1995) , Ackert and Tian (2001) show that liquidity is clearly an important determinant of the size of violations in S&P 500 Index Options pricing relationship. The violations are larger when liquidity is low as proxied by option moneyness, volume, and open interest. The studies by Misra and Misra (2005) , Vipul (2006), Dixit et al. (2011) , and Mohanti and Priyan (2013) analyze the mispricing of Nifty index options. Misra and Misra (2005) indicate that the violations of Put-Call Parity are more in case of deeply in the money or deeply out of the money options and for longer time to maturity. Vipul (2006) , on the other hand, conducts Box Spread test and finds that the mispricing in Box Spread is higher for the option contracts with higher liquidity risk captured by the moneyness and the volatility of Nifty. The tests of lower boundary conditions of both call and put options are employed by Dixit et al. (2011) and Mohanti and Priyan (2013) . The results reveal that violations are related with the liquidity of the options contract.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. The structures of Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread are detailed in the second section. The sources of data and the methods adopted for identifying the mispricing in option contracts and the determinants of these violations are described in the third section. The findings are reported in the forth section, and the last section concludes the paper.
Structures of Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread
There are several theoretical conditions on arbitrage-free pricing of options. This paper focuses on Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread, which consist of both call and put options in the pricing relationships. Put-Call-Futures Parity condition concerns arbitrage across the futures and the options markets while Box Spread condition enforces pricing efficiency across call and put options. Options on the SET50 index are European, and the discussion below applies to European options only.
Put-Call-Futures Parity
Define P and C as the prices of a European put-call pair with exercise price K and time to maturity t, S and F as the spot and futures prices of underlying asset, and r as risk-free rate of interest. The Put-Call-Futures parity equation is as follows (Tucker, 1991) :
Because options can be combined to create synthetic futures contracts, arbitrage process should ensure that the payoffs obtained from actual and synthetic futures strategies are identical. A long (short) synthetic futures requires buying a call (put) and writing a corresponding put (call). For a hedged portfolio consisting of a long futures contract and a short synthetic futures contract, its payoff at expiration (T) equals K -F regardless of the value of S at expiration. The current value of this hedged portfolio must be the present value of K -F, where the discount rate is the riskless rate of interest. So we have P -C = (K -F)exp(-rt), which conforms to Equation (1). On the other hand, a combination of a short futures contract and a long synthetic futures contract has a payoff of F -K for all possible values of the underlying asset price at the option's expiration. Its current value must be the present value of F -K, where the discount rate is the riskless rate of interest. So we have C -P = (F -K)exp(-rt), which also follows Equation (1).
If the Put-Call-Futures parity in Equation (1) is violated, one can make risk-free arbitrage profit by pursuing a long/short strategy.
Long Strategy: C -P -(F -K)exp(-rt) > 0
An arbitrageur can earn riskless profit by employing the long strategy, consisting of a long futures contract, a short synthetic futures contract, and borrowing the amount of (K -F)exp(-rt) when F < K or investing the amount of (F -K)exp(-rt) when F > K. The long strategy generates total cash flow of C -P -(F -K)exp(-rt), Vol. 14, No. 3 2018 which is positive, at the beginning and zero payoff at expiration. 
An arbitrageur can earn riskless profit by employing the short strategy, consisting of a short futures contract, a long synthetic futures contract, and investing the amount of (K -F)exp(-rt) when F < K or borrowing the amount of (F -K)exp(-rt) when F > K. The short strategy offers total cash flow of P -C -(K -F)exp(-rt), which is positive, at the beginning and zero payoff at expiration. 
Box Spread
The Box Spread involves two pairs of puts and calls with different strike prices but the same underlying asset and the same expiration date. Define (C L , P L ) as the prices of a pair of call and put with a lower exercise price (K L ) and (C H , P H ) as the prices of the other with a higher exercise price (K H ). The Box Spread relation is just a simple algebraic combination of the put-call parity relationship for each option and can be expressed as follows:
For a hedged portfolio consisting of a bull call spread, purchasing a call with exercise price K L and simultaneously selling a call with exercise price K H , and a bear put spread, selling a put with exercise price K L and simultaneously purchasing a put with exercise price K H , its payoff at expiration (T) equal K H -K L regardless of the value of S T . The current value of this hedged portfolio must be the present value of K H -K L , where the discount rate is the riskless rate of interest. So we have
On the other hand, a combination of a bear call spread, selling a call with exercise price K L and simultaneously purchasing a call with exercise price K H , and a bull put spread, purchasing a put with exercise price K L and simultaneously selling a put with exercise price K H , has a payoff equal K L -K H for all possible values of the underlying asset price at the option's expiration. Its current value must be the present value of (K L -K H ), where the discount rate is the riskless rate of interest. We have C H -C L + P L -P H = (K L -K H )exp(-rt), which also follows Equation (2).
If the Box Spread relation in Equation (2) is violated, one can make risk-free arbitrage profit by pursuing a long/short box spread strategy.
Long Box Spread
An arbitrageur can earn riskless profit by employing the long box spread strategy, consisting of a bull call spread, a bear put spread, and borrowing the amount of (K H -K L )exp(-rt). The long box spread strategy generates positive initial cash flow, which
, and zero payoff at expiration. 
An arbitrageur can earn riskless profit by employing the short box spread strategy, consisting of a bear call spread, a bull put spread, and investing the amount of (K H -K L )exp(-rt). The short box spread strategy generates positive initial cash flow, which equals (
Data and Methodology
Using 
If the violations are detected, we compare the frequency and size of violations in SET50 Index Options pricing relationships before and after change in contract specification on October 29, 2012. Moreover, to investigate the determinants of arbitrage condition violations, the paper uses Tobit model, developed by Tobin (1958) , since when a pricing relationship holds, the dependent variable is censored or unobservable. The dependent variable in each regression is measured by the size of violations generated from the appropriate strategy (Long, Short, Long Box Spread, and Short Box Spread strategies), which equals to the left side of inequalities in the second column of Table 5 , when ignoring transaction costs. The independent variables consist of two groups, the liquidity and the contract specification of the SET50 Index options, listed in Table 6 . From Table 6 , we expect greater violations in SET50 Index Options pricing relationships when liquidity risk in options trading is high. This usually occurs when options are far from the money. The first independent variable, Moneyness (M), therefore, measures how far an option is from the money by comparing the closing price of SET50 Index to exercise price. The other two independent variables, Volume (V) and Open interest (O), are also measures of option liquidity. The higher the daily volume, the more liquid the option contract becomes as compared to options with a lower daily volume. Moreover, the higher the open interest, the more liquid the option contract is thought to be. For option contract specification, there are 3 independent variables, Time to maturity (T), Exercise price (E), and Contract adjustment dummy (D), included in the Tobit regression. In case of Box Spread, one more independent variable, Difference in exercise prices (DE), is added since Box Spread involves options with two different exercise prices, K L and K H . We hypothesize that option contract specification statistically affects the size of SET50 Index Options pricing violations
Empirical Results
In this section, we discuss the empirical results regarding the violation tests of Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread and determinants of the size of violations in these option pricing relationships from October 29, 2007 to December 30, 2016. Table 7 summarizes the test results of the Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread under different hypothesis about transaction costs. Scenario 1 and 2 represent the tests conducted using, respectively, closing prices and the bid and ask prices. It can be noted that the inclusion of the bid-ask spread has reduced the frequency and size of violations. For the Put-Call-Futures Parity, the frequency of violations is approximately 4 -7 percent. Consistent with the results reported by Jongadsayakul (2016) , the box spread arbitrage opportunities drop to less than 1%. Panels A and B of Table 7 contain the test results of Put-Call-Futures Parity violations. Many more violations of Put-Call-Futures Parity are observed before change in contract specification, as compared to the frequency violations after change in contract specification, except the case of short strategy without transaction costs. The baht amount of violations of Put-Call-Futures Parity in every case is also greater in the period before change in contract specification. When the Put-Call-Futures parity does not hold, the use of long strategy is more (less) common than the use of short strategy in the period before (after) contract modification. In addition, the frequency and size of Box Spread violations are reported in Panels C and D of Table 7 . When there are no transaction costs, we see fewer Box Spread violations after contract adjustment. However, after taking transaction costs into account, there are more percentage and baht amount of Box Spread violations in the period after contract adjustment. When Box Spread condition is violated, long box spread strategy is used more common than short box spread strategy for both periods, before and after contract modification. Taking together, the results in Table 7 suggest that the impact of contract adjustment on violations in SET50 Index Options ass.ccsenet.org Asian Social Science Vol. 14, No. 3 2018 pricing relationships is mixed.
Next, Tobit regression analysis is conducted to examine the determinants of the size of violations in SET50 Index Options pricing relationships. Table 8 reports the estimation of the regression coefficient with Z statistic in parenthesis. At the bottom of Table 8 reports a p-value for testing the null hypothesis that the set of coefficients is simultaneously zero. In every regression, the p-value is zero, and we can reject the null hypothesis, which means our model provides a better fit than the intercept-only model. Liquidity, as measured by option moneyness or open interest, is clearly an important determinant of the size of violations in SET50 Index Option pricing relationships. As expected, the size of violations is larger when liquidity is low. Greater deviations from arbitrage pricing relationships are observed when options are farther from the money or open interest is low. Except the case of short box spread, volume does not significantly affect the size of violations. In addition, the second group of independent variables involves the contract specification of SET50 Index Options. Time to maturity has an impact only on the size of Box Spread violations, though the signs are mixed. Exercise price is also one of the important determinants. We use exercise price of a put-call pair in the Put-Call-Futures Parity relationship but include both the average exercise price and the difference in exercise prices for the Box Spread relationship. The sign of the estimated coefficient of exercise price is negative when employing long strategy and long box spread strategy, whereas its sign is positive when employing short strategy and short box spread strategy. Difference in exercise prices positively affects only the size of long box spread violation. The results also suggest that the option contract adjustment increases the size of violations only when employing long strategy and long box spread strategy. prices are used in scenario 1 when ignoring transaction costs. The closing prices are replaced by the bid and ask prices in Scenario 2 when considering transaction costs. The results show that the possibility to realize an arbitrage profit from the violations becomes irrelevant in Scenario 2. With respect to the Put-Call-Futures Parity, the frequency and the size of violations in many cases are observed more in the period before contract adjustment. Moreover, many more violations of the Box Spread condition are detected before (after) the modification of SET50 Index Options when excluding (including) transaction costs. However, the baht amount of the Box Spread violations in many cases is greater in the period after change in contract specification. For the estimation of Tobit model, the violation sizes of both Put-Call-Futures Parity and Box Spread, excluding transaction costs, depend on the liquidity of SET50 Index Options market measured by option moneyness and open interest. In the case of either options being farther from the money or open interest being low, the size of violations is larger to reflect a premium for liquidity risk. The amount of arbitrage profits also depend on exercise price and option contract adjustment, though the signs of estimated coefficients are mixed. Time to maturity significantly has an impact only on violations of Box Spread. Therefore, investors, who want to earn profits from the violations of SET50 Index Options pricing relationships, can make investment decisions efficiently by taking into account not only the liquidity of SET50 Options market but also some specifications of SET50 Options contract, especially exercise price.
